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The Use of Stopping Rules in Information Requirements Determination
Mitzi G. Pitts
Department of Information Systems University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Introduction
Information requirements determination (IRD) is frequently and convincingly presented as the most critical
phase of information system (IS) development (Byrd et al., 1992; Davis, 1982; Vessey & Conger, 1993),
and many IS failures have been attributed to incomplete and inaccurate information requirements. Such
failures are due in part to premature stopping by the analyst during the gathering of system requirements.
Behavioral decision making literature suggests that all analysts use some type of stopping rule (i.e.,
heuristic) to decide when the requirements for a system are complete. This study is intended to identify and
evaluate those stopping rules employed by analysts during requirements determination. Further, the
problem of premature stopping by the analyst can be mitigated through the use of prompting tools when the
prompts are designed to ensure more complete and accurate requirements elicitation. It is hypothesized that
1) the quality and quantity of information requirements elicited during IRD will differ depending on the
stopping rule employed by the analyst, and 2) the quality and quantity of information requirements elicited
during IRD will be greater when analysts are challenged to move beyond normal stopping rules by
specially-designed prompts. Identification of and enhancements in the use of stopping rules should improve
the thoroughness of IRD efforts, and in turn positively influence the quality and economic success of IS
development efforts.

Information Requirements Determination
The majority of research on requirements determination has focused on the structure and use of specific
methods or tools that analysts use to represent requirements. This emphasis on representation has resulted
in relatively less attention given to the elicitation of requirements. However, it is widely accepted that
system analysts face various cognitive challenges and problems when performing IRD. These difficulties
can be summarized as constraints on humans as information processors, complex user/analyst
communication, and the variety and complexity of information requirements (Davis, 1982). Research
directed at the cognitive challenges of IRD has presented a variety of narrative and diagrammatic tools for
representing requirements, and to a lesser extent for eliciting requirements (Larsen & Naumann, 1992;
Lohse et al., 1995; Valusek & Fryback, 1987; Wetherbe, 1991). However, no tools or methods address
precisely the concern of completeness. That is, how does the analyst know when to stop seeking
information during requirements determination?

Stopping Rules
When faced with a decision making situation, a person gathers information until she judges that a decision
can be made. At that point, the decision maker invokes some heuristic or test, called a stopping rule, to
make an assessment of the sufficiency or completeness of the evidence obtained. The concept of stopping
rules has been investigated and tested in behavioral and economic decision making literature. This research
has identified stopping rules based on the economic value of information, the expected value of additional
information, and the expected loss from terminating information acquisition (Busemeyer & Rapoport,
1988; Pitz et al., 1969; Spetzler & Stael von Holstein, 1975). Additional stopping rules identified include
judgment and reasoning based stopping rules such as representational stability and threshold level
assessments (Nickles et al., 1995).
The task of information requirements determination requires the analyst to make a decision regarding the
sufficiency of the requirements obtained, i.e., the analyst must decide whether to acquire additional
information. Consequently, it is critical that the benefits of increased completeness and accuracy of
requirements be balanced against information acquisition costs. However, experimental results indicate that
humans do not balance information acquisition costs and benefits well (Connolly & Thorn, 1987).

Typically, analysts fall victim to two types of acquisition errors: overacquiring and underacquiring. It is
arguable that underacquiring, or underspecification, poses the greatest risk to IS development. Therefore,
due to the high cost of IS development and modification, it seems prudent to identify effective stopping
rules and to augment their use with ancillary prompts to aid the analyst in assessing the completeness of
information during the IRD process.
The results of this study will add to the growing body of literature addressing improvements in IRD
process, and contributes to research focusing on the use of stopping rules in behavioral decision making.
From a practical perspective, the use of stopping rules in IRD could have a significant economic impact on
systems development efforts. A decision aid making analysts explicitly aware of stopping rules and
containing appropriate prompting tools would assist in determining at what point sufficient information had
been obtained, resulting in more complete and accurate requirements.
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